
alternate style sheet A style sheet has a rel attribute value of "alternate stylesheet" and a title; 
but is not active by default. 
appendChild() A method that appends the specified node to a parent node. 
attribute node A node that represents an element attribute. 
calculated style The final style that the browser applies to any page element based on a 
calculated weighting of all of the style rules found within embedded and external style sheets, 
inline styles, and the style rules built into the browser itself. 
child node A node that is contained within another node. 
createElement() A method to create an element node. 
document fragment Nodes and node trees that are unattached to the Web document and which 
only exist in computer memory. 
element node The node that matches an HTML element in the source document. 
firstChild The node property that returns the first child of the specified node. 
getAttribute() A method that retrieves the value of an attribute node attached to an 
element. 
named node map An unordered list of nodes that can be referenced by their names. 
nextSibling The node property that returns the next sibling node to the specified node. 
node A representation of any object within a Web page or Web browser. 
node list A collection of nodes that reference collections of objects in the Web document. 
node tree The organization of nodes within a hierarchical structure. 
parallel Processing which occurs when operations are run simultaneously. 
persistent style sheet A style sheet that is always active and has no title attribute. 
plus/minus box A widget that indicates the presence or absence of content. 
preferred style sheet A style sheet has a rel attribute value of "stylesheet" and a title; it is active 
by default. 
recursion A programming technique in which a function calls itself repeatedly until a stopping 
condition is met. 
reflow The event in which the Web browser must recreate the content and layout of the entire 
Web document when any new content is added. 
serial Processing which occurs when operations are run sequentially. 
setAttribute() A method that sets the value of an attribute node attached to an element. 
text node A node that matches a text string contained within an element. 


